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IN THIS UNIT:

• Introduction

• What book clubs look like in my classroom – tips & tricks

• Setting it up: some focus skills, teacher notes, and student 
practice ideas that I use in my classroom when teaching 

students how to run book clubs.

• Printable Resources:
Anchor charts

Book club rings – also used as discussion of the day cards
Independent reading bookmarks

Job Cards
Nonfiction News

Half page recording sheets
Teacher evaluation sheet

• Book club binders



INTRODUCTION:
Book clubs in first grade?! 

It may seem like a stretch, but the Spring is such a great 
time to get your students ready and used to reading, 

thinking about, and discussing books with their peers instead 
of me, the teacher! 

When done right, it can be such a fun learning experience 
for both the students and the teacher. I find that I learn 
SO much about my students when I sit back and observe 
their conversations and arguments about a topic without 

intervening. I can see the growth socially as well as 
academically that my students make in a year and I can see 

what my students still need to work on.

I created this unit as a guide to running book clubs in 
your primary classroom and provided some tools that 

your kids can hopefully use!

Enjoy and happy reading! 



IN MY CLASSROOM
In my first grade classroom book clubs look a bit different than they do in the older grades. I 

believe that the last few months of school is a great time to introduce my students to the idea of 
a book club and get them used to reading and discussing books independently. It is much more 

guided at first and then I let my students off on their own to see how they do!

Some tips from my room:
1. Keep groups homogenous by reading level: they are all reading the same level book 

and need to be able to do so independently
2. Keep groups small: 3-4 students per group seems to work best
3. In my classroom, I not only choose the groups, but I also choose the books. This is 

because the book needs to be a “good fit” for each student in the group and I need 
to have enough copies of each book

4. I usually only have my students read one book per week for their clubs. Our reading 
block doesn’t change that much, instead my students read their books during their 
independent reading time and then I add 10-15 minutes for students to meet in their 
clubs and talk! It becomes something to look forward to and we do this 2-3 times per 
week, plus one session to just read.

5. When students read their book independently, I usually have them do it at their seats 
(or their normal “read-to-self” spot) with their bookmarks and then they go to their 
book club meeting spot. This has helped my students be less distracted the first time 
they read their book.

6. My higher groups LOVE book clubs – which is to be expected since they are already 
reading independently and tend to love to showcase their skills. That being said, I still 
try to have ALL my students participate in some way. My lower groups will often 
meet with me as I walk them through the process and the discussion.

7. Often times, I will hear the dreaded “we’re done talking, what now?!” after a few 
minutes. This lets me know that group may need a little more guidance on how to dig 
deep into their books. This is also a reason I like to keep our book club time short. As 
time goes on, you will see what groups want more time to discuss and I give them 
that extra special time!



SETTING IT UP:
The next pages show an outline of the focus skills I teach each day when introducing 

my students to book clubs and how they should run. This is just a guide and 
depending on how well my students are understanding each lesson I may stretch 

them out to a few days, combine lessons, or revisit a lesson later on.

Focus Skill: Teacher Notes: Student Practice:
What is a book club? - Book clubs are FUN places to talk 

with friends about books we love!
- Explain that adults have book 

clubs (some students may mention 
bible studies too) and what they 
do.

- Use anchor chart

- On the first day,  I typically 
let my students know who is 
in their groups, do a few, fun 
ice breakers, and give them 
their first book.

- My students can begin 
reading their book 
independently

What do book clubs look 
like?

- Go over the steps and rules of a 
book club

- Have each group choose their 
own special book club spot in the 
room

- Use rules anchor chart
- Give one or two “discussion 

points” to talk about on this intro 
day

- Today, students go over each 
step of a book club.

- Students will choose their 
book club spots.

- Students will read their 
books, meet with their 
groups, and go over the 
discussion points

What do book clubs sound
like?

- Respectful discussion is a big part 
of book clubs

- Students need to know they are 
all required to participate in a 
book club

- Students also need to know how 
to respectfully disagree

- Use respectful talk chart
- Use discussion rings

- Students review each step 
of a book club and head to 
their book club spots.

- Students use discussion rings 
to guide their talks.

- Students practice using 
sentence stems to discuss 
topics from their book.



Focus Skill: Teacher Notes: Student Practice:
I get my brain ready when 

I read independently
- I let my students know that as 

they read their book 
independently for the first time, 
they should be actively thinking to 
prepare for the book club 
discussions

- Use bookmarks

- Students get a new book for 
their book club and read 
them with their bookmarks

- Students practice going to 
their book club spots and 
discuss their books as they 
have learned previously.

We can each have jobs! - Sometimes to switch it up, I will 
give students the added 
responsibility of a job card and 
recording sheet.

- Use job cards and recording 
sheets

- I often do this lesson a few times 
so students can get used to a few 
different jobs 

- Students learn that they will still 
discuss whether they agree or 
disagree (and why) to each 
person when they share their job.

- Students will get job cards 
and recording sheets before 
they read their books.

- When they meet together in 
their book club they will 
present what they have 
learned.

- Students practice 
responding to one another 
when they share what they 
have learned.

We can have a book club 
with nonfiction books too!

- Students will learn what they can 
discuss when they are reading a 
nonfiction books.

- Use nonfiction news talking points 

- Students follow the steps of 
a book club and when they 
meet they will respectfully 
discuss the nonfiction talking 
points.

We can review/practice 
__________________________

- Book clubs can be the perfect 
way to review certain skills 
towards the end of the year

- I simply review the skill during a 
focus lesson and have my 
students discuss this topic with 
their group.

- You can write discussion points on 
the board for students to focus 
on each day.

- By this point students should 
know how to complete book 
clubs on their own as you 
walk around and guide them.



ANCHOR CHARTS
I hang the following anchor charts up during the rest of the year 

as a reminder of what our book clubs should look like and sound like.



BOOK CLUB RINGS
These book club rings are what we use most often when our 
groups are independent. I make one for each group and my 

students can flip through and pick questions to discuss. I also use 
these as “discussion of the day” topics if there are certain things I 

want my students to talk about on a certain meeting day.



NONFICTION NEWS
While there is a nonfiction book club ring, I often just post these questions in an 
easy, accessible place so that groups reading a nonfiction book can use these to 
guide their book club discussions. I also included a nonfiction recording sheet for 

students to record their responses.



INDEPENDENT READING 
BOOKMARKS

I print and laminate these to give to each student in my 
room. These are great for students to get their minds 

activated and thinking before they meet with their book 
club.



JOB CARDS
Sometimes, I will have students randomly choose jobs 

(much like a literature circle) to give them bigger 
responsibility. I shuffle these job cards and have students 
choose one. This becomes their job while they read that 

book for the week.



HALF PAGE 
RECORDING SHEETS

I like to use these when I give my students jobs in 
their book clubs. It adds an added layer of 

independence and accountability. I find these are 
great for my higher groups to complete while I 

may be meeting with my lower groups and 
providing more hands-on, guided learning.



TEACHER
EVALUATION SHEET

Here is a teacher evaluation sheet I use when 
running and organizing book clubs in my room.



BOOK CLUB BINDERS
As an extension for my higher groups who are working 

independently and thoughtfully in their book clubs, I give them book 
club binders to record and keep track of their work! My students 

simply grab their binder and add their choice of the following 
sheets when they read each book. This allows my students to track 
their own learning and reflect on the work they’ve done together! 

*If it is a nonfiction book, my students use the nonfiction news page*



BOOK CLUB BINDERS



THANK YOU!
Thank you for purchasing my book club unit for primary grades. 

I hope you and your students have enjoyed this resource!
For more ideas and freebies please visit me at my blog:

http://thankgoditsfirstgrade.blogspot.com
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